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ENTREPRENEURIAL
OPERATING
SYSTEM® (EOS)

The best entrepreneurs know when it’s time to shift gears and
charge forward with con�dence instead of holding back out of fear.
The Entrepreneurial Operating System® is a complete system that
will help you better prepare for obstacles and opportunities, solve
issues at the root, and gain more traction in your company.

Over 80,000 companies around the world use timeless,
practical EOS tools to run their business.

EOS WILL HELP YOU AND YOUR LEADERSHIP TEAM
GET BETTER AT THREE THINGS:

REAL.

SIMPLE.

RESULTS.

1 | VISION 2 | TRACTION® 3 | HEALTHY
First getting the leaders of 
your business 100% on the 
same page with where the 
company is going and how it 
is going to get there.

Instilling focus, discipline, 
and accountability 
throughout the company so 
that everyone executes on 
that vision—every day.

DAVID KING has been part of BMSS’ leadership team since 1996 as
Firm Administrator and Chief Operations O�cer, primarily responsible for 
operations and strategic plan execution. During that time, the �rm has grown 
from $2 million to a $32 million multi-o�ce �rm. Implementing EOS in 2015 
allowed the �rm to break through a ceiling and double in size over the next 
four years. Realizing the tremendous bene�t that EOS is to any 
entrepreneurial business, David has transitioned out of much of the 
day-to-day operations of his Firm Administrator and COO roles and has 
become a Professional EOS Implementer®. He is passionate about helping 
entrepreneurs get the most out of their business.

Schedule a FREE 90-MINUTE MEETING with David:
205.982.5530 | dking@bmss.com

Helping your leaders 
become a more cohesive, 
functional, healthy 
leadership team.
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THE EOS MODEL® is a visual illustration of 
the Six Key Components™ of any business that must 
be managed and strengthened to be a great 
organization. This model applies to entrepreneurial 
businesses in any industry.

THE EOS PROCESS® provides a proven way to put all 
the pieces together, incorporating each of the EOS Tools in the right 
order to best strengthen each key component of your business.

Schedule a FREE
90-minute meeting 

with BMSS’ Professional EOS Implementer®

David King
205.982.5530

dking@bmss.com


